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1 -lntroduction
The yield of the Ineutrons emitted by Nb 93 as a function
oí the 'energy of the incident gamma rays was meausured by
Montalbetti, Katz and Goldemberg (1) using a BF 3 counter; in
the measurements are indueled the contributions of the (y, n)
and (r,2n) reactions. For a comparison oí the experimental elata
with theory it is necessary to distingui5h between these pro6esses;
very few investigations have been made in this direction due to
experimental difficulties; in general one uses the mqthod of
subtracting the yield of ,the (y, n) reaction from the total neutron yield; in order to do that requires that the inv-estigat'ed
nucleus have a 100 % abundance and that the residual nucleus
for the (y,n) reaction has a convenient half-lif.e and radioactivity;
there are not many ,of these cases in the Periodic Table: Tantalum was investigated by several authors (2,3,4) and an attempt
was done in the case of Arsenic by Montalbetti et al (1).
W'e followed the same general method for the case of Nb'J3;
the excitation function of the reaction Nb 93 (y, n) Nb 92 was obtained measuring the radioactivity of Nb 92 and subtracting it
from the total neutron yield curve.
R'. A. James (5) reported the existenoe of an isomeric state
in Nb 92 , with a.}3 hour half-life produced by the reaction
(') R. MONTALBETTI, L. KATZ and J. GoLDEMBERG- Phys. Rev. 91, 659
(1953) •
. (~) ,J. HALPERN, R. NATHAN'S and .A. K. MANN - Phys. Rev. 88, 679 (1952).
(a) E . .A. WHALIN and .A. O. HANSON - Phys. Rev. 89, 324 (1953).
(') J. H. CARVER, R. D. EDGE and D. H. WILKINSON - Phil. Mag: XLIV,
404 (1953).
(5) R . .A. JAMES - Phys. Rev. 93, 288 (1955).
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Nb 93 (p, pn) Nb 92 • If this state exists one shoulcl expect to form
it by the (1' n) reaction in Nb 93 ; special attention was giv'en
to this point ancl an investigation of the spectrum of Nb 92
was macle using a, crystal spectrometer.
The cross sections obtninecl in this paper ar~ compared with
the r·esults eXp'ected from Leving1er and Bethe c,Omputations and
from the statistical the:ory of nuclear r,eactions (7).

11 - Experimental procedure and results
a)

Exposure and counting 01 the samples

Samples of metallic Nb 93 wereexposecl to the X-ray beam
of the 22 Mev .University of Sao Paulo Betatron; the distance
from the samples to the X-ray target was 30 cm nncl the irradiations time was 10 minutes; in a typicnl run at 20 Mev about
9,000 roentgens were clelivered to each saIT\ple; the yielcl was
measured by an ionization chamber calibratecl in roentgens nccording to the usual procedure.
After irracliation the samples were tnken to a scintillation
spectrometer with a 1" X 1" Na! (T1) crystal with cliscriminntion
eh osen properly. The radioactivity of the samples was followed
for several days, apure 10 days half-life being obtnined. Data
taken at different energies gave an excitation function (fig. 1);
absolute values were obtained by normalization with the curve
of Montalbetti et al (1) below the threshold for the :reaction

Nb 93 (1' 2n) Nb 91 •
Our results could be modified if the isomeric state reported
by James really existed. A preliminary test was made measuring
the clecay very carefully and the 13 hours activity was not founcL
Great care was then tnken in a search for this isomeric state.

(7) B. T. FELD, H. FESBBACH, M. L. GOLDBERGER., H. GoLDSTEIN and V.
F. WEIS'SKOPF. Final Report on the Fast Neutron Project USAEC NYO~636
(1951).
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b) Isomeric State
The radioactivity of Nb 92 was investigated by several authors (8) and the results are reproclucecl in fig. 1: the ground
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state disintegrates by [( capture with an half-life of 10 days
to excited states of Zr 92 of 1.83 Mev (3,5 %) and 0.93 M-ev
(96.5 %); the 1.83 Mev state decays directly to ihe ground
state of Z1'92 (2.2 0/O) or it goes to a state at 0.93 Mev (1.3 0/o).
- James fbund a line of 2.35 Mev in the irradiation of Nb 93
by protons and attributecl it to the reaction Nb 93 (p, pn) Nb 92
with a half-life of 13 hours; this line was attributed to a :>tate
in Nb 92 which clecays by l( capture to a state of Zr 92 of
2.35 Mev of excitation. _
It shoulcl be possible to reach the same state by a (y, n)
reaction in Nb 93 ; a special irradiation was then mada of a
sample of metallic Nb
to which adose of 50.000 roantg;ens
at 22 Mev was delivered. Tha sample was then transferrecl to a
(8)

Nuclear Level Schemes - TID 530, USAEC (june 1955).
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y-ray spectrometer with a NaI(T1) crystal of the well type; a
one channel pulse-height analyser was used in the measurements.
The data concerningthe 10 days half-lif'a activity was confirmed but the 2.35 Mev y line was not found. An upper limit
of the abundance of this !ine was established as' smaller than
0.02 % of the abundance of the 0.93 Mev lineo No activity withl
a half-life of approximately 3 days and with an abundance of
3.2 % of tha 0.93 Mev !ine; this is probably due to annihilation
radiation of unreported positrons present in the decay sehams
of Nb 92• ·
.

c) Excitation function and eros s section
In fig. 2 are plotted the excitation fonctions of Montalbetti
et al (1) for the total neutron yield (curve a) and the one óbLained
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Fig. 2

in this work (curve b). The differenoe is attributed to the reaetion Nb 9S (y,2n) Nb 91 ; one must. divide this differenoe by 2
in order to obtain the excitation function for this process; the
results are in curve e of fig. 2.
Using the photon difference method (9) in curves b anc1 e
(0)

L.

KATZ

and A. G..W. CAYERON - Can. J. Phys. 29, 518 (1951).
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of fig. 2 the cross sections of fig. 3, curves 11 and 111 are
obtained.
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111- Conclusions
I

An expression for the integrated cross section for dipole
absortion of photons was obtained by Levinger and Bethe (6)
00

0int= fOabs(E) dE =0,015 A (1 +0,8 x)

(1)

u

x is the fraction of nuclear forces of exchang·e character. This formula has been exaustively compared with experiments (1,10,11,12) ;
the small discrepancies found are due to the fact that it is impossible to obtain 0abs at all energies. For the heavy elements the
(y, n) process is predominant; although (y, 211) processes give
an appreciable contrib1:ltion it is not taken in account g·enerally
becaus·e it is difficult to obtain information on them.
(10)
(")
(12)

J. S. LE'VINGER and H. A. BETHE - Phys. Rev. 85, 577 (1952).
L. EYGES - Phys. Rev. 86, 325 (1952).2
_
R. NATHANS and J. HALPERN - Phys. Rev. 93, 427 (1955).
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In the case of Nb our results for the (1' n) prooess give
1.25 Mev-barns for the (1;2n) prooess. Halpern and Manri (13)
measured the cross section as function of the energy for the
reaction Nb 93 (1' p) Zr 92 and obtained 0.12 Mev-barns 'for the
integrated cross section. Summing an these contributions, one
gets 1.57 Mev-barns. Expression (1) with x = 0.55 giv'ilS 1.97
Mev-barns; one can conclude then that the cross sections for the
processes not measured (1' 1), (1, 1')' (1,3n), (1' np) etc. plus
the contributions of an the prooesses aboye 22 Mev does not
amount to more than 0.4 Mev-barns.
Another result of the tbeory is tbe energy where the maximum of the cross section occurs (Em) and a strong correlation
between this value and tbe threshold for the (1,2n) prooes'3 was
predicted by Eyges (11); as into the case of Tantalum (3) this
correlation was found in Nb 93 : it do es not seem how.ever to
affect Em significantly.
_ The competition between the emission of different kinds oí
particles can be predicted by tbe statistical theory of nuclear
reactions (7); sin ce the emission of photons is strongly suppressed
by the Coulomb barrier the only other process to compete with
(1' n) in the energy ranga studied is (1,2n). W,e can then use
as good approximation the expression for tbe ratio of cross sectioI.1s of Feld et al (7).

;' o(I,2n)
o(l,n)+o(I,2n)

= 1-

where a is a constant dependent on 11, Eb = 17.1 Mev is the
threshold for the (1,2n) prooess and E is the energy of excitation. Comparison of the resulta of expression 2 (curv,e a) aboye
and the experiment (curve b) is made in Fig. 4.
.An analysis of this figure shows that there is good agreement
with statistical theory up to 20 Mev; the small discrepandes
("')

J.

HAI,PERN

and A. K.

:MANN -

Phys. Rev. 83, 370 (1952).
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found up to this energy are not significant since the cross sections
are not very precise there.
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Above 20 Mev, however, the experimental curve drops considerably below the expected value; this can be interpreted as due
to the pl'esence of neutrons emitted by a direct photo-.effect (14).
One can be seen in curve 11 of Fig. 3 the (y, n) cross 'section
is approximately constant aboye 20 Mev; one can assume that
these neutrons are all emitted by a direct process and compare
the value of the cross section with the results predicted by Courant's theory (14). Experimentally one finds 20 mb. at 22 Mev
and the theoretical value is 4.4 mb; considering the unoertainiUes
involved in this can be interpreted as meaning that a considerable
amount of the neutrons aboye 20 Mev are emitted by a direct
photo-eff,ect.
This work was supported in part by the Conselho Nacional
de Pesquisas.
(1<)

E. D. C-oURANT - Phys. Rev. 82, 703 (1951).
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Summary

The (1' n) cross s·ection of Nb 93 was measured by the
residual activity method. Combining this result with the lotal
neutrons yield curve it was possible to separate the contributions
of the (1' n) and (1; 2n) reactions..
'
The ratio of these cross sections was then compared witli
special attention to the 2.35 isomeric state (T 1/2 = 13 hs) r·eported by James; this activity was not found and we determined,
an upper limit for it as 0.02 % of the' 0.93 Mev lineo An acti-·
vity of 3,2 0/o abundance due probably to I rays of annihilatiol1.!
of positrons was found .

. ON THE PROBLEM OF CANONICAL FIELD
QUANTIZATION
por HANS Joos
(Facultade de Filosofia, Ciencias e Letras. Departamento de Fisica (*).
Sao PauIo, Brasil). '
"

. . The application of canonical q1fantization to non-linear relativistic field theO:ry ,involves difficulties, which ar.e not y.et
clarified. We wish to discuss som·e points of this' problem.
1. ' .A ,classical field CJ' r( x) is descrihed by a relativisticinvariant Lagrange density L(CJ'r' CJ'r/x') (1). From L we derive:
a) The fieid equations as Euler-Lagrange equations of' tlie
Hamilton principIe

1)

J

L dx = O:

odL
'(JL
-----0
dxfl. dCJ'rM"
dCJ'r - •

(1)·

(*) Contracted by the " Conselho Nacional das Pesquisas" of Brasil. Now
at the "Institut für theoretische Physik der Universitii.t Hamburg".
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(1) We use the following notation: Space-time point: a;
(a;11 )
(a:", a;);

=

invariant length a;'

= a;P- a;'l = - ~ + a;O" = a;Pr

=

UUY

a; y

r

CPrlrep. ; r denotes the spin and iso-spin indices etc.

derivative

=

_i>_ cpr.
i>xP-'

=

